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We are usually not used to seeing news about the world of video games at fairs such as CES, dedicated to consumer electronics in general. Valve with their steam machines made the first difference with the usual tonic, but Sony seems not happy with this and decided to present their own novelty related to their division of video games.
The news is to create PlayStation Now, a service that promises to take our library of cloud games anywhere thanks to the Internet and a compatible device, something that seems very ambitious but not the first to try. This system is nothing new, and we can test it today on our mobile devices or computers with OnLive services. On the
other hand, Steam has already planned a similar feature for its steam machines, which will transmit content locally. But Sony is the first of three major developers to bring this service to consoles, and they announced its creation at CES 2014. With Playstation Now, you can stream content from Sony's servers, where game data will be
transferred to your service-compatible device: PS4, PS3, PSVita, some Sony Bravia TV models and mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. With PlayStation Now, you can access games that require a lot of graphics capacity that's not available on today's mobile devices, or even play only with a compatible TV and controller. On
Cnet they were able to test the system, particularly with PSVita and The Last Of Us (exclusive PS3 game), as you can see in the video above. The performance of the system is impressive, although it has visual defects typical of video streaming, although this aspect will depend entirely on the Internet connection that the user has.
According to Peter Jamshidi, Sony's Chief Strategy Officer, PlayStation Now's goal is to bring PlayStation quality to any device. This is confirmed by the news that tablets and smartphones will also receive Support for PlayStation Now, although it will arrive later. However, information on this aspect is more questionable than clear. In
addition to any information for the arrival of this media, we do not know whether it will be for all Android devices or limited to multiple authorized Sony to use PlayStation Now, or whether the on-screen controls will be used or the controller will be needed. Sony has been open with the development of Android, and as an example we have
Sony Smartwatches (compatible with any Android device), but now we are talking about another Sony industry (a video game division, not a mobile division), so dif'cil predecir su comportamiento en este aspecto. En todo caso, PlayStation Now entrar en beta cerrada en EEUU finale de este mes de Enero, con un lanzamiento global
situado a finales del verano de este a'o. Estaremos pendientes de mas informaci'n sobre su disponibilidad para dispositivos android y las preguntas que existen a su alrededor. elandroidelibre en instagram PlayStation 2 was the most successful console in its time. With its computing power and elegance, it is unparalleled by any other
console, even the XBOX. Who would have thought that we would have a PS2 emulator for Android phones? PlayStation 2 is the best-selling gaming console in history with more than a whopping 159 million units sold. IGN Credits For those who have fallen in love with the console, especially with its games, remembering the good old days
is a pleasure and it's even tastier if we can play these games again, right? The good news: PS2 Emulators for Android exist! In fact, there are emulators for older consoles that you can use on Android phones. Note: If you want to know more about emulators, you can read our guide to the Android emulator. And the best? Mobility. Playing
your favorite games on the PS2 emulator for Android while waiting for the bus, watching the old Final Fantasy 10 movies in the back seat of your car, and forcing us to re-live moments that even PSP couldn't achieve. The PS2 emulator for Android (Google Play Store) emulator allows you to run one external system inside the host system
that you use, for example, to run PlayStation games on your Android phone. And here, I'm going to show you two of the best PS2 EMUlators for Android that are worth checking out on the Google Play store. Disclaimer: These PS2 emulators can still be unstable; they will have errors and errors that will affect your experience. So don't be
too the app! It's a miracle that we even have people developing PS2 EMUlators for Android phones! 1. DamonPS2 Pro This app deserves to be at the top of the list. DamonPS2 Pro is highly regarded on the market as the fastest and most efficient PS2 emulator to date. The app boasts that it can run 90% of all PS2 games, and it's
compatible with more than 20% of these games. Why is this so? The app works, though mostly when used on gaming phones built to provide users with the optimal gaming experience. It uses less energy while working on games with a higher frame rate (a metric of game playability.) Playing God of War is about 40 fps. While some
games play well on the DamonPS2 Pro - with almost the same experience you have on PS2 - other games may not be enjoyable, especially if you don't have a phone with specifications capable of processing the app. You can experience glitches, especially in high-resolution games. But if you have a phone with a Snapdragon 865
processor, you don't have to so much about low quality graphics and slow frame rates. (if the game is not compatible) the application is in the process of development and you will encounter bugs here and there, but what is nice about it is that it is still actively supported by its developers. The free version of the app is riddled with ads and
can dissuade you from using the app. But if you can afford the pro version - I can provide a better experience. Check out the app on the Play Store! 2. FPse is not an Android PS2 emulator, but rather an EMulator for PSX or PS1. This app is a bonus app for those who die to play PlayStation games again on Android. FPse is not a free
app. You can buy it on Google Play for $3. It has low system requirements - runs on Android 2.1 and above, and has only a file size of 6.9 MB. It's hard to play Tekken on your cell phone, believe me. The games run smoothly on the FPse with excellent sound quality and playability, although annoying the controller interface. You'll have a
great gaming experience on this app. Reliving your childhood with games such as Tekken 3, Crash Bandicoot: Warped, Final Fantasy VII and Metal Gear Solid. I have been using this app for several years and I can assure you that it is a well modeled experience that I had back with the Playstation 1. The only downside of this app is the
fact that the controller interface is on the screen itself, although it's easy to fix. PS2 Emulators for Android (Other Sources) Aside from those on the Play Store, here are two of the best PS2 EMUlators for Android that you can download from third-party sources. 1. Play! Play! is a free PS2 emulator for Android. Although it's not available on
Google Play, you can download it directly from the website. Play! also supports Windows, Mac OS X and iOS. The app may seem appealing because it's free; however, like everything else that is free, play! has a number of drawbacks. Games are emulated on Play!, especially high-resolution games such as Final Fantasy X and Resident
Evil 4, can hardly be played on low- and middle-class devices. The frame rate remains at about 6-12 frames per second, which gives the game distorted and lag quality. The sound effects are sometimes distorted, and the download time can last forever. Play! THE PS2 EM2 EMULATOR On the bright side of the emulator is easy to set up.
And you can achieve a permanent FPS with high-end devices. It doesn't require any BIOS (required file for most emulators to get the game running.) Play! is still under development, and future versions of the app are required to show some improvement. Note: Download Play! You must have downloads from unknown sources included.
To do this: go to the settings then turn on Unknown Sources. 2. Gold PS2 Emulator (PRO PPSS2 Gold) Of the numerous downloadable PS2 EMUlators on the Internet, this one has glide through this list. While it hasn't earned much praise online compared to the above, PPSS2 Golden has its fair share of commendable qualities in terms
of convenience. The PPSS2 Golden PS2 emulator is easy to install and does not require BIOS files to function, unlike many other emulators. It has low system requirements and is compatible with Android 4.4 and above. It supports cheat codes and can save and download games directly into your SD cards. While the app naturally works
on ISO file formats, it can run games in formats such as SIP, RAR, or 7 as well. The downside of this app is that it is not as updated as others on this list. As a result, it falls, failures and errors are inevitable and will interfere with the quality of your gaming experience. Along with the other PS2 emulators for Android on this list, the app will
only work if you have specs powerful enough to play the game. This app is also not available on Google Play, but is available on APK download sites. The link is available below. Again, be careful when downloading from unreliable sources as file applications can harbor malicious software. Of the two PS2 emulators for Android that are
not on the Play Store, PPSS2 Golden is more obscure, and does not have a reliable developer blog (compared to Play! or DamonPS2.) - I personally would not recommend this app. Frequently asked questions How do you play PS2 games with PS2 Emulator for Android? Typically, PS2 games won't work unless you have an ISO file and
a ps2 BIOS file. You can easily get an ISO file of a particular game by searching for it on Google. Be sure to include the Unknown Sources tab in your phone's settings. This will allow you to install applications from unknown sources. Once the game has been downloaded, you must copy and insert the ISO file into the emulator folder. For
some emulators, such as DamonPS2 Pro, they require PS2 BIOS to start the app. You can download this file as well as Google and copy and paste it into the app folder. If you have BIOS, you can now click on the game you want to play (you're moving through this process inside the app). The game will ask PS2 BIOS. Select the BIOS
file and go back to clicking the game again. This will allow you to pre-game this time, and all you have to do now is wait for the app to download. What is the normal frame rate for PS2 games? The frame rate indicates the performance of the emulator when running a particular game. A common indicator of the game's playability is frame
rate or what appears as FPS or frames per second. The normal speed for the PS2 game is about 30. On Android phones 0-20 fps means that the game is unlikely in the playoffs, 21 to 29 fps means that the game is just bearable, and 30 fps and above will give you almost the same experience as playing on the console. Console. PSX
games work with PS2 emulators? No, PS2 emulators only emulate PS2 games. In order to play PSX games on Android, you must download an emulator specifically for PSX games such as FPse. A bonus tip of the Bluetooth controller for Android To optimize your gaming experience, this Bluetooth controller can help improve your
playability and help you enhance your Nintendo, PSX, and PS2 Android gaming experience. You can use this to play almost any game that uses the on-screen controller interface. Get it on Amazon by clicking on the link below: To wrap things up PS2 emulators for Android are still under development. If you haven't given good enough
specs, you won't be able to enjoy using the PS2 emulator for Android. These apps still need a little more time for them to be fully functional and ready for everyone. Of the 3 PS2 EMUlators on the Android list, DamonPS2 Pro is the best emulator so far. It works on most PS2 games with fewer problems compared to Play! and PPSS2
Golden. It also has the largest fan base and is closest to fully building a fully functioning PS2 emulator for Android. However, all of these applications are still under development. In the future, these apps could potentially give you a really satisfying PS2 gaming experience on your Android phone that you've been shouting all along. If you
want emulators other than those for PS2 and PSX consoles, you can check out our post for the best emulators on Nintendo DS, Sega, and Gameboy colors. Do you know of other PS2 emulators that don't share above? I'll be glad if you can share them in the comments section below! Recommended link to images descargar playstation
now para android apk
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